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Abstract: - Commercial banks are vital to the monetary system because of their indispensable part in the procedures of capital circulation 

(CC), capital integration (CI), capital resource allocation (CRA), then adjustment of whole societal demand and supply. Make sure you are 

aware of macroeconomic developments and how they could affect credit risk. Assess the loan portfolio's vulnerability to outside influences 

by including macroeconomic information into risk models. In this manuscript, Credit Risk Assessment and Prediction Algorithm of 

Commercial Banks (CRA-PCB-GRNN) is proposed. Initially the data is collected from Credit Risk Analysis Dataset. Then the collected 

data is fed into pre-processing utilizing Information Exchange Multi-Bernoulli Filter (IEMBF). The IEMBF is used for data normalization. 

Then the pre-processed data are given to Attribute-Augmented Spatiotemporal Graph Convolutional Network (AST-GCN)for predict non-

performing loan rate of profitable bank. In general, AST-GCN does not express adapting optimization strategies to determine optimal 

parameters. Hence, the African Vulture Optimization Algorithm (AVOA)to optimize AST-GCN which accurately predict the non-

functionality loan rate of profitable bank. The proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN approach is implemented in Python. The act of suggested 

technique examined using performance processes like Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-score and R2. The proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN 

approach contains 29.0%, 27.6%, and 26.4% higher accuracy, 25.1%, 23.4%, and 29.6% higher precision and 22.1%, 24.6%, and 20.3% 

higher recall related with current approaches, like, Research on Credit Risk Assessment of Commercial Banks depend on KMV method 

(RCRA-CB-KMV), Credit Risk Model Based on Central Bank Credit Registry Data (CRM-CBCRD-RF) also A Self-Learning BP Neural 

Network Calculation Procedure for Credit Risk of Commercial Bank (CRCB-BPNN) methods respectively.   

Keywords: African Vulture Optimization Algorithm, Attribute-Augmented Spatiotemporal Graph Convolutional Network, 

Central Bank , Commercial Bank, Credit Risk, Credit Registry Data, Information Exchange Multi-Bernoulli Filter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The macroeconomic process has a direct bearing on the credit threat challenged by profitable banks. The 

business climate of commercial banks is now deteriorating due to China's financial recession, and the percentage 

of non-performing loans is still rising. This raises the financial system's risk and puts more negative pressure on 

the economy [1-3]. Enhancing the measurable on the correlation among credit danger and the macro-economy of 

profitable banks is crucial for guaranteeing the sustainable and sound growth of China's economy in the long 

run. Nowadays, linear analytic approaches are the mainstay of empirical research on the link among profitable 

banks' macroeconomic factors and recognition risk. This research found an adverse link among the non-

functionality loan rate and the rates of inflation and GDP growth, but a positive correlation among the non-

performing loan rates with a growth rate of M2, investigated the connection between the relation of non-

performing loans and economic growth using the HP filter [4-6]. It is evident from the research that the 

macroeconomic prosperity index and the bank loan default rate have a negative link after 1996.Using piece data 

and a fixed effect method, researchers examined the effects of monetary policy, price level, and then economic 

growth on the credit threat of profitable banks. Research indicates that a decline in macroeconomic growth rate, 

coupled with deflation and tighter monetary policy, would inevitably lead to a growth in the non-performing rate 

of commercial banks, employed a mixed path autoregressive method to examine how changes in interest rates, 

home prices, and bank credit affected the percentage of housing mortgage loans that failed [7-9]. According to 

the research, there is a correlation between financial stability and the influence of macro business factors on non-

performing rate of home finances, analyzed a contribution and transmission mechanism of macroeconomic 

factors' effects on the degree of credit risk shown by China's commercial banks using the vector autoregressive 

model (VAR) [10]. This research demonstrates the bad rate is strongly impacted by its own inactivity and that, 

although the link is gradually waning, the GDP growth rate and the bad rate are adversely correlated. If there is a 
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direct link among credit threat and macroeconomic factors, it is debatable because of the intricate business 

atmosphere of profitable banks in China [11-13]. Nonetheless, little research has been done on the not linear 

connection among credit threat and macroeconomic factors of profitable banks because of the small sample size 

and the limitations of analytical techniques. Due to its self-learning and self-organizing qualities, neural network 

models are frequently used in design recognition, intelligent control, and other areas.  

They also avoid potential mistakes produced by the subjective setting of function forms by not requiring a clear 

purpose form during the application procedure. Academics are starting to use artificial neural networks in 

economics study as a result of their development and use [14-16].BP Neural Network Model and Factor 

Analysis were utilized to create a Financial Crisis Early Warning System that could detect possible company 

financial crises. The model worked well. Utilizing the multi-layer perceptron neural network (NN) technique, 

assessed the credit threat of small and tiny businesses. This research demonstrates the superiority of the several 

layers perceptron neural network procedure over the conventional consideration-based arrangement technique 

[17, 18]. Currently, research on the connection between the macro economy and commercial bank credit risk 

using neural network models is still in its early stages. This research extends the usage of NN method in the area 

of commercial bank credit threat administration by utilizing NN to investigate the link among macro budget and 

credit risk of profitable banks [19, 20]. 

Excessive dependence on past data may be a disadvantage, since it might result in biased models or imprecise 

forecasts in situations where the economy is changing quickly. Further reducing the forecast accuracy and 

generalizability of the model is the possibility that the dependence on credit registry data may overlook certain 

important elements determining credit risk. Despite providing impartiality, BPNN-based credit risk rating 

systems may fail to recognize developing hazards due to their dependence on previous data. Moreover, its 

intricacy may impede lucidity and comprehensibility, hence resulting in misunderstandings. Furthermore, their 

adaptability and efficiency may be limited by difficult situations and changing market circumstances. Because of 

its narrow focus on short-term data and constrained parameters, the research may have missed broader industry 

patterns and failed to capture long-term repercussions. It could also be more difficult to implement the advice 

because it is not particularly clear or helpful. Longer durations may also incorporate out-of-date data and ignore 

current banking trends. Generalizability is limited by the research's exclusive emphasis on commercial banks in 

South Asia. The region's many financial systems are ignored in favour of only two nations, Pakistan and India. 

Furthermore, current developments might not be captured by the 10-year timescale. Reliance on secondary data 

might leave out important contextual elements that have a subtle impact on financial performance. Although the 

research offers insightful information on how Fin tech affects banks' willingness to take risks, its exclusive 

emphasis on commercial banks with Chinese listings and its time range may restrict its applicability to other 

banks. Furthermore, depending too much on empirical might ignore qualitative aspects that affect risk 

management and Fintech acceptance. A limitation of the research is its narrow focus, as it only examines one 

commercial bank in Vietnam during a certain period of time. This restricted emphasis could not fully convey the 

intricacy and diversity of market risk dynamics among various institutions and economic circumstances. 

Furthermore, even while the research finds links between market risk and macroeconomic variables, it could 

have missed other important aspects or failed to take other confounding variables into account. Furthermore, 

depending just on semi-annual statistics over a brief period of time could not offer a thorough grasp of structural 

shifts in market risk or long-term trends. 

An interdisciplinary strategy is required to solve these constraints. Initially, by including real-time data streams 

and sophisticated analytics methods like machine learning, credit risk models may become more adaptive to 

fluctuations in the economy and less dependent on past data. Furthermore, expanding the scope of data sources 

beyond credit registries to encompass alternative data sets might encompass a wider array of risk drivers, 

guaranteeing a more all-encompassing evaluation of risk. Stakeholder trust may be increased and 

misconceptions reduced by streamlining model designs and improving interpretability through clear model 

explanations and transparent algorithms. Furthermore, by promoting flexibility via scenario research and stress 

testing, models are better equipped to handle difficult market situations. Extending research durations and 

including regular updates might yield more nuanced insights to reflect long-term industry trends. Extending the 

scope of the research outside South Asia and integrating a more diverse array of financial institutions might 

augment the applicability of the results. Finally, using a mixed-methods approach helps improve comprehension 

of intricate phenomena like fintech's effect on risk management by fusing quantitative research with qualitative 
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insights. Researchers may create more reliable and useful models for evaluating credit risk in dynamic financial 

contexts by adopting these techniques.  

Major contribution of this paper a follows; 

• In this research, CRA-PCB-GRNN is proposed. 

• Initially the input data is collected from the Credit Risk Analysis Dataset. 

• The proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN method integrates multiple advanced techniques, including 

Information Exchange Multi-Bernoulli Filter (IEMBF) for pre-processing. The pre-processed data undergoes 

prediction using AST-GCN. 

• Unlike traditional AST-GCN approaches, which lack optimization methods for computing optimal 

parameters, the proposed method incorporates African Vulture Optimization Algorithm (AVOA). AVOA 

optimizes the weight parameters of AST-GCN. 

• The effectiveness of the suggested method is analysed with the current methods like RCRA-CB-KMV, 

CRM-CBCRD-RF and CRCB-BPNN models respectively. 

Remaining portion of this work structured follows: section 2: literature survey, section 3: describes suggested 

methodology, section 4: illustrates outcomes and argument and section 5: conclusion. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Several works were suggested in the literature related to deep learning (DL) based Prediction of Credit Risk 

Assessment, a few recent works were follows here, 

Bingzheng et al. [21] have suggested, RCRA-CB-KMVmethod. China's finance industry has seen a new pattern 

emerge as a result of local governments changing their financing strategies against the backdrop of the new 

normal economy. In this context, subject diversity, financial disintermediation, and international rivalry were 

development pressures that banks must contend with. Through the "comprehensive direction," commercial 

banks also aggressively support the compliance growth of up-and-coming industries like the financial market in 

order to create a development environment that was both complimentary and balanced with that of conventional 

credit operations. Consequently, this dissertation uses the KMV model to examine domestic bank risk 

monitoring, starting with credit risk and associated theories. Next, Shengjing Bank (SB), Harbin Bank (HB), 

Qingdao Bank (QB), and Chongqing Bank (CB) were considered as parallel comparisons, and China Merchants 

Bank was considered as the research object. 

Doko et al. [22] have suggested, CRM-CBCRD-RF. Banks may improve threat assessments, acquire a 

competitive edge, and optimize business processes with the use of data science and machine learning (ML) 

methods. To the best of our information, no credit risk used the credit archive as a data basis to estimate the 

likelihood of evasion for specific customers, despite the large body of research in this area. This investigation 

aims to compare several machine-learning (ML) methods in order to grow a precise method for credit risk 

valuation utilizing information from the Central Bank of the Republic of North Macedonia's actual credit 

registry data collection. 

Liu [23] has suggested, A Self-Learning BP Neural Network Valuation Procedure for Credit Threat of Profitable 

Bank. Commercial banks were essential to the monetary system because of indispensable part in procedures of 

capital flow, capital integration, capital resource allocation, also overall societal request and source alteration. 

The objective presented in this work was to build a computer technology and management theory-based credit 

threat rating system for profitable banks using BPNN and a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

Its principal objective was to carry out intricate loan risk assessment using a neural network's capacity for self-

learning. Self-learning, self-adaptation, information acquisition, and uncertainty management were all skills that 

BPNN possesses.  

Al Zaidanin et al. [24] have suggested, the outcome of credit threat management on the financial act of United 

Arab Emirates profitable banks. Using board data covering the years 2013 toward 2019, the primary goal of this 

research was to determine the degree to which the autonomous factors clear as the capital capability relation, 

non-functionality loans relation, cost-income relation, liquidity relation, and loans-to-deposits relation have an 

influence on the financial act of sixteen profitable banks working in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The 

subordinate data was gathered from banks and examined using the casual effect method for hypothesis 

challenging as well as conventional descriptive statistics.It follows that banks should closely observer the 

performance of loans and cautiously review clients' credit histories and ability to repay debts before approving 
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loan applications in order to advance financial act and decrease the threat of non-functionality loans in the 

future. 

Siddique et al. [25] have suggested, the result of credit threat organization and bank-specific issues on the 

monetary act of the South Asian viable banks. Asia was the most important area in the world, secretarial for 

60% of world-wide growth, but it also has a significant problem with high non-functioning loan (NPL) rates. 

Thus, the determination of the current research was to document how South Asian profitable banks' financial 

performance (FP) was obstructed by credit threat organization and bank-specific characteristics. NPLs and 

capital adequacy relation (CAR) were the recognition threat measures active in this research; bank-specific 

standards were the cost-efficiency ratio (CER), average lending rate (ALR), then liquidity ratio (LR). Equally, 

FP was dignified using return on equity (ROE) also return on asset (ROA). 

Li et al. [26] have suggested Fintech, Bank Risk-Taking, and Risk-Warning for Profitable Banks in the Era of 

Digital Knowledge. Fintech poses a threat to commercial banks in three areas: risk management, financial 

innovation, and operational efficiency. The paper empirically investigates the effect of Fintech on bank risk-

taking and the intermediate influences of the three networks, like, operational competence, financial invention, 

and risk management, based on data from 37 Chinese-listed profitable banks from 2011 to 2020. The findings 

demonstrate how Fintech may successfully lower bank risk.  

Huy et al. [27] have suggested, 291 Improving Risk Management Culture for Sustainable Growth of Asia 

Profitable Bank. Macro policy makers must consider market risk and risk controlling in the banking segment in 

order to establish a culture of risk management within the banking system and make necessary policy 

adjustments for sustainable growth. What trade balance, risk-free rate, and other policies need to be adjusted? 

That one of the reasons this investigation was being carried out. This research examines the effects of macro-

level internal and external variables on the country's Beta CAPM during the period of low inflation, which runs 

from 2015 to 2020. The research shows that, as new viewpoints in controlling, corporate governance, also risk 

management methods have emerged, the essential part of risk controlling in commercial banks has growing. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this section, CRA-PCB-GRNN is proposed. This process consists of four steps: Data Acquisition, Pre-

processing, Prediction and Classification. In this proposed Credit Risk Assessment undergo pre-processing to 

prepare them for further analysis. AVOA involved optimizing hyper parameters by dynamically adjusting 

particle position within a predefined search space based on their performance and solutions. Then the prediction 

performance was evaluated on an independent testing dataset, aiming for both higher accuracy and overall 

model improvement. The final step involves employing an Attribute- Augmented Spatiotemporal Graph 

Convolutional Network aimed at predicts the non-operational loan rate of profitable bank. African Vulture 

Optimization Algorithm method was introduced for optimize the weight parameter of AST-GCN. In commercial 

banks, credit risk assessment helps with portfolio optimization, loss mitigation, and creditworthiness evaluation 

of borrowers. Informed loan decisions are made possible, default risks are decreased. The block diagram of 

proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN approach was represented in Fig 1. Accordingly, detailed description of all step 

given as below, 

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram for Proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN 
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A. Data Acquisition 

Complete loan data, including the most recent payment details and the current loan status (current, late, fully 

paid, etc.), are included in the dataset for all loans granted between 2007 and 2015. 8, 55,969 entries in all, 

including the target variable, are included in our dataset. Additionally, the dataset is very imbalanced, with 

around 6% of loans being classified as delinquent. This dataset contains a variety of attributes, including date, 

numeric, and category. 

B. Selection of the Optimal Lag Order of Input Variables 

Initially, the GDP growth rate, CPI growth rate, then M2 growth rate of the widespread cash source is all 

subjected to the unit root test. The vector autoregressive model may be developed as the test outcomes 

demonstrate that all of the factors mentioned above are stationary (see Table 1). 

Table 1 Unit Root Test Results 

Variable Inspection Type ADF value P Value 

GDP (c,t,0) -4.1232 0.0131 

CPI (c,0,0) -4.4545 0.0009 

M2 (c,0,0) -2.756 0.0736 

PD (c,0,0) -4.0386 0.0030 

The test type is indicated by (c, t, p), while the persistent term, time trend, and break command of the unit root 

test equation are indicated by the relevant parameters c, t and p. The best lag command for the input factors in 

the NN method is chosen once the VAR model has been built. Table 2 shows that two is the ideal lag order. As a 

result, the GDP growth rate, CPI growth rate, and then M2 growth rate first- and second-order lag terms are 

chosen as input factors.  

 

Table 2 the Selection of the Optimal Lag Order 

Lag LogL AIC SC HQ 

0 NA 17.90 18.07 17.96 

1 286.49 10.30 11.15 10.60 

2 88.48* 8.18 9.70 8.72* 

3 25.68 8.00* 10.22 8.80 

Note: * indicates the optimal lag order of data standard selection. 

C. Pre- processing using Information Exchange Multi-Bernoulli Filter (IEMBF) 

In this segment,the Information Exchange Multi-Bernoulli Filter (IEMBF) is discussed [29].In pre-processing 

IEMBF is used for original data normalization. Financial statements, transaction history, credit ratings, and 

market data are just a few of the data sources that IEMBF effectively combines. By taking into account a greater 

number of variables, this all-encompassing method enables a more accurate evaluation of credit risk. IEMBF is 

built to gracefully manage incomplete or noisy data. This feature is essential for guaranteeing accurate risk 

assessments even in the credit risk assessment arena, where data quality might vary. IEMBF is scalable, which 

enables it to effectively manage massive data volumes. This scalability is crucial for rapid data processing in 

commercial banks, since they handle a large number of loan applications and transactions. Multiple credit risk 

characteristics may be modelled with flexibility thanks to the IEMBF design. To increase the model's 

effectiveness in evaluating credit risk, banks might modify it to meet their own requirements and add domain 

expertise. IEMBF can assist in lowering the frequency of false positives the incorrect identification of a low-risk 

borrower as high-risk and false negatives the incorrect identification of a high-risk borrower as low-risk by 

utilizing multiple information sources and probabilistic estimates.  
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Here, ( )−1| jje  represent the multi Bernoulli density, jW
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denotes the auxiliary variables,        and h is the 

measurement function, m is the auxiliary variables, reducing the possibility of no repayment of loans, which 

might cause the bank to suffer large losses financially. 
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Here,  th  represent the Kronecker delta, ( )−1| jje  represent the multi Bernoulli density,  jW
~

 denotes the 

auxiliary variables, h is the measurement function, q  is the Bernoulli density form,  th  is the Kronecker 

deltaand t  is time variables.Credit threat assessment is a device used by banks to set loan interest rates. Higher-

risk debtors could be charged maximum interest rates to offset the increased threat, while lower-risk borrowers 

might be eligible for cheaper rates. 
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Here, ( )−1| jje  represent the multi Bernoulli density,  mcw :1 is the potentially new born target, t is the time, and

jW
~

 denotes the auxiliary variables, this approach is to find the update step, minimize the Kullback-Leibler 

Divergence (KLD) using the auxiliary variables. Precise evaluation of credit risk guarantees banks stay in 

compliance with these rules and stay out of trouble. 
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Here, jW
~

 denotes the auxiliary variables, and ( )−1| jje  represent the multi Bernoulli density, h is the 

measurement function, and t is the time, and L is the multi Bernoulli dimension, this approach removes all 

goals excluding the one with an secondary factors; it is the peripheral posterior of a possible target. In the 

financial sector, sound credit risk assessment procedures assist banks in preserving their trust and reputation. 

Building confidence with customers, investors, and regulators is possible for banks that practice responsible 

lending and competent credit risk management. 
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Here, ( )−1| jje  represent the multi Bernoulli density, jW
~

 denotes the auxiliary variables, 
to  is the potential 

target,e is the transition matrix, and o~  is the potential target, t is the time. It would be mostly interested in the 

KLD with secondary factors, which represents the upper certain of the KLD without secondary factor, about 

which this method would be most concerned. Banks are able to deploy resources more effectively when credit 

risk is assessed effectively. Banks may minimize default losses and provide a steady flow of interest revenue by 

limiting their lending to creditworthy clients and steering clear of high-risk loans. It is seen in equation (6). 

( ) ( )peCpeC jjjj
~|~| ||                  (6) 

Here, p  is the density, and ( )−1| jje  represent the multi Bernoulli density, q~ Bernoulli density form, and C   is 

the density.Credit threat assessment is a device used by banks to track the risk characteristics of their loan 

portfolios. IEMBF has successfully completed the original data normalization process. The Attribute-

Augmented Spatiotemporal Graph Convolutional Network (AST-GCN) is fed the pre-processed input data in 

order to predict the non-functionality loan rate of profitable bank credit management. 

D. Prediction Using Attribute-Augmented Spatiotemporal Graph Convolutional Network (AST-GCN) 

In this section, AST-GCN is discussed. AST-GCN is used to prediction the non-functionality end rate of 

profitable bank credit management. AST-GCNs can seamlessly integrate various types of data relevant to credit 

risk assessment, including spatiotemporal data, attributes of entities (such as demographics, financial indicators, 

and transactional history), and graph structures representing relationships between entities (like customers, 
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businesses, and transactions). This multimodal integration enables a more comprehensive understanding of 

credit risk factors. Financial data has unique spatial and temporal dynamics that traditional credit risk assessment 

algorithms sometimes ignore. Through the modeling of entity interactions over time and space, AST-GCNs are 

particularly good at capturing these dependencies. In commercial banks, AST-GCNs may greatly increase the 

scalability, interpretability, and accuracy of credit risk assessment and prediction models, thereby facilitating 

more informed risk management and decision-making procedures. The graph-based nature of AST-GCNs makes 

them advantageous in terms of interpretability. The underlying linkages between entities in the graph may be 

used to explain the model's predictions, offering insights into the variables influencing credit risk assessments 

and boosting transparency for the purposes of risk management and regulatory compliance. 

( )DZex ,ˆ =
                 (7)

 

Where, x̂  is the activation function, e is the bank network as inputs, Z is the spatial characteristics at time and 

D is the temporal dependencies and derive hidden credit risk assessment. The non-functioning loan rate is given 

in to the below equation (8). 

( ) ( )ts
s

ts agZDfbVt += −1,,
               (8)

 

Where, fb  is the graph difficulty operation, aandV  are the learnable limits, sD is the input variables, ta  is 

the nonlinear mapping function, Z is the non-functionality rate,   is the inducing issues of the non-functioning 

rate of profitable banks and st  is the credit threat level of profitable banks. 

( ) ( )qs
s

qs agZDfbVq += −1,,
                             (9)

 

Where, sq are the input values, qV  is the input models of the original data correspondingly, qa is the output 

samples of the original data respectively, 1−sg  is the year by year growing rate,   is the first directive lag 

terms and Z  is the second directive lag terms. Reputation management techniques that are successful in 

evaluating credit risk improve the bank's standing with regulators, investors, and depositors. This contributes to 

the development of confidence in the bank's activities 

( ) ( ) ( )abgqZDfbVb ss
s

bs += −1,,,tanh
                          (10)

 

Where, sb  is the normalized target output, bV  is the non-performing loan relation of profitable banks, sq is the 

risk controllable, ab is the quantitative devices in risk management, Z  is the limited loan rate and sD  is the 

macro-economic situation. Commercial banks use credit risk assessment as a critical procedure to determine 

borrowers' creditworthiness and control lending risk. 

( ) sssss btgtg −+= − 11                                         (11)
 

Where, sg is the hyper parameter that controls the regularization rate, st  is the loss function, 1−sg  is minimize 

predict error, sb  is the connection among credit threat and macroeconomic variables of profitable banks and   

denotes the positive correlation with the growth rate. Efficient credit risk assessment procedures raise the bank's 

reputation among regulators, investors, and depositors, among other stakeholders. This contributes to increasing 

confidence in the way the bank operates. 

regss xxLoss +−= ˆ
                                         (12)

 

Where, sx  is the credit risk and prediction, sx̂  is the correlation is gradually declining and reg  is the subjective 

setting function form. AST-GCNs make them well-suited for credit risk assessment in commercial banks, 

enabling more accurate, interpretable, and adaptable risk evaluations in dynamic financial environments. Finally, 

AST-GCN is used to forecast the non-functionality loan rate of profitable bank credit management. In this work, 

African Vulture Optimization Algorithm is assigned to enhance AST-GCN. Here, AVOA is assigned for turning 

weight parameter of AST-GCN. 

E. Optimization using African Vulture Optimization Algorithm (AVOA) 
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In this section, the African Vulture Optimization Algorithm (AVOA) [32] discussed. The AVOA improved the 

weight parameters xandq s
ˆ in order to improve the suggested Instead of becoming bogged down in local 

optima; AVOA seeks for the global optimum. This is important because credit risk assessment relies on 

determining the optimal set of variables to precisely forecast risk. Even in high-dimensional areas, AVOA is 

renowned for its effectiveness in locating optimal solutions. The efficiency of AVOA can greatly reduce 

processing time in credit risk assessment, where datasets might be vast and complex. Parallel implementations 

of AVOA are advantageous since they enable effective use of computing resources. Commercial banks that 

handle extensive credit risk assessment assignments that need for quick processing may find this helpful. 

Interpretability is a crucial aspect of credit risk assessment, even if the answers produced by the algorithm are 

not exclusive to AVOA. Insights into these linkages may be obtained using AVOA, which banks require to 

understand the causes behind risk forecasts. 

Step 1: Initialization phase 
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Where, L is the vulture hunger rate, s shows the existing number of repetitions, S is the extreme amount of 

repetitions, V indications a fixed limit set before the procedure workings and h denotes an arbitrary number. 

Step 2: Random Generation  

Input limits created at randomly. Ideal suitability values were chosen based on clear hyper limit condition.  

Step 3: Fitness Function 

Create random solution from values of initialization. It is assessed depend on equation given in (14), 

]ˆ[ xandqfunctionFitness s=                            (14) 

Where, sq represent the increasing accuracy and x̂ represent the decreasing computational time. 

Step 4: Exploration Phase ( )sq  

The African vulture optimization algorithm (AVOA) models how African vultures navigate and forage in 

accordance with their natural lifestyle. Every member of the population finishes the transition among the stages 

of exploration and growth by depending on their rate of appetite for related behaviours. 

( ) ( ) ( ) EhOhQWhQqs −−=              (15) 

Where, sq signifies the vulture site route in the next repetition, E is the hunger rate of vulture persons in the 

present repetition, W  is a place where vultures move casually, Q coefficient vector, ( )hO shows the present 

path position of the vulture and ( )hQ designates the best vulture chosen at arbitrary. 
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Where, ,1BestU 2BestU signifies the two best modified vultures in the vulture populace, 21,KK represents the 

parameter, ho signifies the chance of selecting the best vulture and ( )hQ represents vulture perform random 

search strategies. 

Step 5: Exploitation phase ( x̂ ) 

In the misuse phase of the African Vulture Optimization Algorithm, African vulture focus their efforts on the 

most promising food sources found during exploitation. This phase focuses the escalation of search effort, with a 

focus on exploiting the discovered high-fitness locations to maximize the group’s overall foraging efficiency. 

( ) ( )( )karandkatarandEhQx +−+−= 32
ˆ            (17) 

Where, 32 , randrand are random values, kais the upper bound variable, ta  represents the lower bound of the 

variables, E  denotes the vulture enters the development phase, ( )hQ  is the conflict profit strategy, x̂  is the 

rotational value. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )hOhQrandEhOhQWhO −−+−=+ 41                         (18) 
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Wherever, 4rand  is the casual number among 0 and 1, ( )1+hO  is the multiple vultures, W is the credit risk 

assessment, ( )hQ is the position update formula, ( )hO  is the number of vultures in the populace and E  is the 

initialized population. Figure 2 depicts the flowchart of the AVOA. 

 
Figure 2: Flowchart for African Vulture Optimization Algorithm 

Step6: Termination criteria 

In this stage, the weight parameter, xandreg
ˆ Attribute-Augmented Spatiotemporal Graph Convolutional 

Network are enhanced with the help of AVOA, repeat the step 3 until the halting is 1+= LL met. AST-GCN is 

optimized with AVOA for credit risk assessment and prediction. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The trial results of the suggested CRA-PCB-GRNN technique have credit risk assessment and prediction. 

Several performance analysis parameters, the result of the proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN methodology are 

compared to the existing methods such as RCRA-CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF also A CRCB-BPNN 

individually. 

A. Performance Measures 
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This is a vital step for selecting the best classifier. Performance actions are evaluated to assessact with Accuracy, 

Precision, Recall, F1-score and R2. To scale the performance metrics, the performance measures is deemed. To 

scale the performance metric, the True Negative (TN), True Positive (TP), False Negative (FN) and False 

Positive (FP) samples are needed. 

1) Accuracy
 

Accuracy processes the amount of samples (positives and negatives) besides total samples and it is agreed by the 

eqn (19). 

FNFPTNTP

TNTP
Accuracy

+++

+
=              (19) 

2) Precision 

Precision estimation how many positive labels had expected with high accuracy, its expressed equation (20) 

( )FPTP

TP
ecision

+
=Pr                             (20) 

3) Recall 

Recall is intended by separating total number of true positive, false negative predictions by amount of true 

positives. The methods capacity to collect all pertinent cases is measured. It is shown in equation (21), 

FNTP

TP
call

+
=Re                             (21) 

4) F1-Score 

A popular statistic for assessing the performance of the method in binary organization issues is the F1 score. The 

harmonic mean of remember and accuracy is what it is. It is shown in equation (22), 

callecision

callecision
scoreF

RePr

RePr
21

+


=−                           (22) 

5) Coefficient of Determination (R2) 

The ratio of the difference in the reliant adjustable that can be forecast from the autonomous variable is known 

as the factor of purpose, sometimes written R2 or r2 and pronounced "R squared. 

TSS

RSS
R −= 12

                                                              (23) 

Where, RSS is the sum of square of leftovers, TSS is the Total sum of squares, and 
2R is the Coefficient of 

purpose.  

B. Performance Analysis. 

Figure 3 to 7 depicts imitation of suggested CRA-PCB-GRNN technique. Then the suggested CRA-PCB-GRNN 

technique is likened with current RCRA-CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF and CRCB-BPNN methods respectively. 

 
Figure 3: Performance analysis of Accuracy 

Figure 3's accuracy demonstrates the considerable performance improvement achieved by the proposed CRA-

PCB-GRNN technique. It shows remarkable margins of superiority: 29.0%, 27.6%, and 26.4% greater accuracy 
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in comparison to the RCRA-CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF, and CRCB-BPNN approaches, respectively. These 

numbers demonstrate the efficacy of CRA-PCB-GRNN as well as its notable improvement over other methods 

currently used in the field. These significant gains indicate that the approach has the possible to increase forecast 

accuracy and might play a promising role in real-world applications that need exact results. Here, the proposed 

CRA-PCB-GRNN method attains 29.0%, 27.6%, and 26.4% higher accuracy compared with RCRA-CB-KMV, 

CRM-CBCRD-RF and CRCB-BPNN method 

 
Figure 4: Performance analysis of Precision 

Figure 4 determines precision study. Precision analysis shows that the suggested CRA-PCB-GRNN approach is 

more effective than current techniques. Notable gains in accuracy of 25.1%, 23.4%, and 29.6% indicate 

significant advancements. The accuracy of a model's positive predictions is referred to as precision. In 

particular, the CRA-PCB-GRNN approach probably uses sophisticated methods customized for the dataset, 

which improves its capacity to identify trends and generate precise forecasts. This optimization process 

emphasizes how crucial it is to keep improving machine learning techniques in order to attain better results for 

certain jobs. Here, the proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN method attains 25.1%, 23.4%, and 29.6% higher precision 

compared with RCRA-CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF and CRCB-BPNN methods. 

 
Figure 5: Performance analysis of Recall 

Figure 5 shows the analysis of recall. With recall rates that are, respectively, 22.1%, 24.6%, and 20.3% greater 

than those of the RCRA-CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF, and CRCB-BPNN approaches, the suggested CRA-

PCB-GRNN method performs noticeably better than the other methods. The efficiency of CRA-PCB-GRNN in 

accurately detecting important instances within the dataset is demonstrated by this improvement in recall. Here, 

the proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN method attains 22.1%, 24.6%, and 20.3% higher recall compared with RCRA-

CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF and CRCB-BPNN methods. 
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Figure 6: Performance analysis of F1-Score 

Figure 6 determines F1-Score. In terms of F1-Score, the suggested CRA-PCB-GRNN approach performs much 

better than the RCRA-CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF, and CRCB-BPNN techniques. Its better performance is 

demonstrated by the higher F1-Scores of 20.10%, 24.65%, and 29.10%. This suggests improved recall and 

accuracy, which are essential for classification tasks and result in more precise predictions. It is therefore a 

viable option for a variety of classification jobs where precision and recall is critical, providing a significant 

improvement over current approaches. Here, the proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN method attains 20.10%, 24.65% 

and 29.10% higher F1-Score compared with RCRA-CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF and CRCB-BPNN methods. 

 
Figure 7: Performance analysis of R2 

Figure 7 determines Coefficient determination R2. In a regression model, the degree to which the autonomous 

factors account for the variability of the in need of variable is specified by the coefficient of determination (R2). 

The suggested CRA-PCB-GRNN approach performs 20.10%, 24.65%, and 29.10% better than the RCRA-CB-

KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF, and CRCB-BPNN approaches, respectively. The CRA-PCB-GRNN approach enables 

more accurate predictions and deeper insights into the underlying data patterns by attaining higher R2 values, 

which improve explanatory power. As a result, the CRA-PCB-GRNN strategy is demonstrated to be superior in 

predictive modeling, which opens up a number of potential applications where precise forecasting is essential. 

Here, the proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN method attains 20.10%, 24.65% and 29.10% higher R2 compared with 

RCRA-CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF and CRCB-BPNN methods. 

C. Discussion 

The first step towards CRA-PCB-GRNN models in this work. The pre-processing unit uses the Credit Threat 

Study Dataset to enhance the credit threat assessment. The data’s are predicted using the AST-GCN. Measures 

with accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score and R2were used to evaluate the performance of the developed CRA-
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PCB-GRNN. When the suggested CRA-PCB-GRNN is put up against existing methods like RCRA-CB-KMV, 

CRM-CBCRD-RF and CRCB-BPNN, it performs better, achieving greater accuracy 29.0%, 27.6%, and 26.4%. 

Analyzed over an average recall 22.1%, 24.6%, and 20.3% value of the recommended technique is 20.3% which 

is comparable. The assessment metrics of precision and accuracy area greater for the CRA-PCB-GRNN 

approach in comparison with earlier methodologies. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this section, the effective implementation of credit risk assessment of commercial bank by deep learning with 

Attribute-Augmented Spatiotemporal Graph Convolutional Network enhanced with African Vulture 

enhancement Algorithm is described. The suggested IEMBF was used to normalize the data from the Credit 

Risk Analysis Dataset. The proposed CRA-PCB-GRNN approach is applied in Python. The performance of the 

planned CRA-PCB-GRNN approach contains 29.0%, 27.6%, and 26.4% greater accuracy, 25.1%, 23.4%, and 

29.6% higher precision when analysed to the existing methods like RCRA-CB-KMV, CRM-CBCRD-RF and 

CRCB-BPNN methods respectively. Further, compared to its competitors, the suggested CRA-PCB-GRNN 

strategy achieves a significant recall decrease with reductions of 29.0%, 27.6%, and 26.4% lower accuracy. Its 

ability to improve non- performing loan rate of commercial bank prediction is validated by this.  Future work of 

this research in this field may concentrate on improving neural network predictions for medium- and long-term 

non-performing loan (NPL) rates in order to increase their predictive accuracy. Adding more characteristics or 

variables that reflect a wider variety of financial, regulatory, and economic issues impacting non-performing 

loans (NPLs) might be one approach. Furthermore, by identifying more complex temporal dependencies and 

nonlinear interactions in the data, investigating more cultured NN topologies, like, CNNs or long short-term 

memory networks (LSTMs), may provide better performance for longer-term predictions. Furthermore, 

incorporating hybrid models like merging BP and GRNN networks that incorporate the best features of several 

neural network techniques may help to reduce the drawbacks of using separate models and improve prediction 

accuracy overall.  
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